Tunnel construction is a dynamic controlling system with observability and controllability; the feedback analysis requires identifying geophysics parameters and adjusting supporting parameters, and both of them are optimisation problems. The paper proposed a nonlinear optimization technique based on difference evolution arithmetic (DEA), least square support vector machine (LSSVM), and three dimensional numerical simulation. This method employs support vector machine with optimal architecture trained by the difference evolution arithmetic, instead of the time-consuming finite element analysis. Firstly, the three dimensional numerical simulation is used to create training and testing samples for LSSVM model construction. Then the nonlinear relationship between rock or anchoring parameters and displacement is constructed by support vector machine. Finally, the geophysics and supporting parameters are obtained by DE optimization arithmetic. The technique overcomes the conventional optimization method shortages of expending too much computing time and easily being limited in local optimal solution. This technique was verified by applying it to the feedback analysis of Dalian Metro in China, and the influence of the parameters of LSSVM and DE on the simulation ability of the algorithm was investigated.
Introduction
The geological body where the tunnel is constructed has uncertainty and complexity property, and there are two kinds of factors affecting the stability of surrounding rock. Some factors are inherent geophysical parameters of surrounding rock; the other factors are supporting parameters that human can adjust. The new Austrian tunnelling method points out the significance of surrounding rock displacements observation in construction process, and the posterior "information construction" and "observation construction" are also emphasizing the field monitoring information. Adjusting construction scheme based on identified rock mechanics parameters and obtaining the secure and economic scheme have important economic and scientific meaning.
The back analysis thinking is identifying rock parameters based on monitoring data, which had been firstly proposed by Sakurai and Takeuchi [1] . Mashimo summarized the update tunnel engineering techniques in Japan and proposed the concept of "redesign" [2] . Li proposed typical analogy analysis method and developed BMP program combining the techniques of rock classification, monitoring measurement, and rock mechanics analysis, which had gotten good application results [3] . Zhu and He had optimized construction subsequence of Xiao Langdi engineering taking broken zone as appraising index and fitness value; the calculation results stated that the method is feasible [4] . Construction schemes and parameters are not only affecting the tunnel safety but also deciding the economic cost. Arends proposed a method for the evaluation of tunnel safety using probabilistic risk assessment. The framework includes three criteria: personal, societal, and economic risk [5] . Pérez-Romero et al., and so forth, made joint use of geotechnical investigation campaigns, convergence measurements, and numerical simulations, thereby contributing towards the optimisation of the cross-section of the tunneled area support and lining [6] .
Both rock parameters back analysis and supporting parameters adjusting are optimization problems in essence. Yuegeng Tang presented a nonlinear optimization technique (NOT) for conducting the back analyses of geotechnical engineering problems based on the field observations. The developed NOT and additional auxiliary techniques are incorporated into a finite element code and then applied to the back analysis of excavation-induced wall deflection [7] . Hashash described and compared two inverse analysis approaches for an excavation project in downtown Chicago [8] . Along with the sensor techniques, tunnel monitoring developed from artificial, single information monitoring to automation, multiple information monitoring, genetic algorithm, and numerical method are also used in analysis of geotechnical problems [9] [10] [11] . The information science and intelligent methods are developed and applied in engineering [12] [13] [14] and overcome the shortcomings in conventional studies. Feng discussed how to establish the necessary quality and quantity of information required for rock engineering modelling and design [15] . Considering tunnel surrounding rock analysis being a complex nonlinear problem, the machine learning algorithms such as artificial neural network and support vector machine have been used in the rock displacement forecast or back analysis [16] . Jiang presented an integrated optimisation method for the feedback control of tunnel displacement; it combines the support vector machine (SVM), particle swarm optimisation (PSO), and 2D numerical analysis methods [17] . In that research, the method is applied only to control of the displacement objective and optimisation of the shotcrete parameters, ignoring the 3D space effect of tunnel heading face.
There are some problems in the tunnel construction optimization as follows. (1) Most methods are limited in surrounding rock parameters optimization and not including anchor parameters optimization. (2) Because the three dimensional numerical model expends too much time, the computing model is only limited in two dimensional space. (3) Because of the complex nonlinear characters of tunnel engineering, the conventional optimization method is easily limited in local optimum solution, and genetic algorithm has complex operation process and particle swarm optimization converges not steadily because of not having strictly convergence theory background. Aiming at the above problems, the paper constructed three dimensional feedback analysis method combining least square support vector machine (LSSVM) and difference evolution (DE) algorithm, and applied the method into a metro tunnel engineering of Dalian City in China.
Tunnel Construction Nonlinear
Optimization Method Based on DE-LSSVM
Tunnel Construction Optimization Problem Statement.
In fact, the tunnel dynamic construction process is an adaptive controlling problem. The process includes two optimization processes. First is system identification, that is, utilizing the measurement data to back analyze rock mechanics parameters; second is system controlling, that is, selecting the optimal construction schemes in order to ascertain the surrounding rock stability with certain economical cost.
The adaptive control system model with multi-input and multioutput is proposed as Figure 1 . On one hand, construction process has high requirement for construction speed. On the other hand, however, numerical calculation is nonexplicit and calculation time is long, so the conventional optimization method is limited. Considering tunnel construction being a dynamic system which takes anchoring parameters and surrounding rock mechanics parameters as input variables and takes observing and stability indices as output indices, a nonlinear optimization technique combining LSSVM and DE algorithm is proposed as follows.
LSSVM Theory.
SVM has been proposed for solving pattern recognition and function estimation problems in 1995 [18] . The SVM method is based on statistical learning theory and makes use of the principle of structural risk minimization, avoiding the extra learning problem of conventional learning method based on empirical risk minimization. Suykens proposed LSSVM which greatly simplifies the problem and has efficiency and accuracy in classifiers and regression [19, 20] , LSSVM selects the different slack variable as the second norm of , while the standard SVM adopts the . Consider the problem of approximation in the set of samples and corresponding response is presented in
The classifier model of primal space can be presented as follows:
The optimization problem in primal weigh space can be expressed as
Such at
(⋅) = − ℎ is a kernel that maps the input space into hyperspace (infinite space). ∈ is weight vector in primal space, 1 ∈ is error variable, and is bias term. The relative importance of ERM and SRM terms is determined by positive constant .
Then, according to (3), the Lagrangian description mapping to the SVM optimization problem is defined as follows:
With Lagrangian multiplier , the criterions for optimization problems can be written as
After elimination of and , the solution is obtained as Based on Mercer's condition, the kernel function can be expressed as
The result LSSVM model for function estimation is obtained as follows:
The optimization problem is translated to solving the linear equations by least square method; therefore, the LSSVM is named. Normally, the kernel function has three kinds: polynomial kernel function, radial basis kernel function, and sigmoid kernel function. The paper adopts radial basis kernel function as follows:
The DE-LSSVM Nonlinear Model Describing Tunnel
Construction. The anchoring parameters are controllable and surrounding rock parameters are inherent but not assured before excavation. Firstly, use monitoring data and anchoring parameters before heading face of tunnel to identify rock mechanics parameters. Then based on the identified rock mechanics parameters, optimize the anchoring parameters after heading face. The tunnel construction system can be described by numerical simulation; however, the three dimensional numerical simulation expends too much computing time; therefore, the LSSVM is introduced to replace the numerical simulation:
where is displacements of surrounding rock, and are rock mechanics parameters and anchoring parameters, respectively. is the number of rock mechanics variables, is the number of anchoring parameters, and is the number of outputting variables. Constructs orthogonal schemes of parameters combination and carries out three dimensional numerical simulation. Then obtains the data samples and trains support vector machine. Some studies stated that different penal factor and kernel parameter are corresponding to different LSSVM model and different forecast precision. LSSVM did not provide the theory of selecting the above parameters. DE optimization algorithm was proposed by Price and Storm of USA for solving Chebyshev Polynomial Polynominal Expression [21, 22] . It is simple, efficient and has good global optimization character [23] . The DE arithmetic is introduced and combined with LSSVM, and the DE-LSSVM model is constructed, which can solve the parameters selection problem of LSSVM. The DE-LSSVM algorithm computing process is as follows.
(1) Initial Population Generation. Get learning samples and test samples ready for LSSVM model, take penal factor and kernel parameter as two dimensional solution vector, and randomly generate two dimensional vectors according to the upper and lower boundaries, the formula is as follows:
where , are, respectively, upper and lower boundary of the component, and rand is the random between [0, 1].
is population scale; the vector dimension number is corresponding to the number of parameters which to be optimized, in this state it is adopted as 2. 
where the suffixes 1, 2, 3 are random integral numbers and different, and is scaling factor, which is used to adjust the step amplitude value of difference between vectors; the value is between 0 and 2. (3) Crossing Operation. Cross the objective vector ( ) with variation vector V ( + 1), produce new sample vector ( + 1), the jth component is expressed as:
where ∈ [0, 1] is the random corresponding to the jth component of vector, and CR ∈ [0, 1] is crossing probability constant. rn is random integral number selected from 1, 2, . . . , , which ensuring at least one component of V ( + 1) is used by (G+1). (4 (2) to (4), until has circulated from 1 to Np, and has circulated from 1 to ; that is, one iteration of population has been finished. Circularly computing until the iteration number reaches the maximal step number or fitness value is less than the setting value, and the iteration is ended. Output the SVM parameters which is responding to the optimal LSSVM model expressing the data samples.
Tunnel Construction Optimization Objective Functions
and Solving Procedure. The construction optimization procedure includes rock parameters identification and anchoring parameters optimization. For rock parameters identification: select a group of surrounding rock parameters and compute the surrounding rock displacements by the above trained LSSVM model, which compares with monitoring displacement data, until the error between computing and monitoring is minor enough, and the corresponding parameters are identified results. The LSSVM model is used to express the relation between surrounding rock parameters and monitoring displacements. For rock parameters identification, the constrained optimization problem is expressed by the following formula:
where 0 is the observed value of surrounding rock, and LSSVM is the LSSVM forecast surrounding rock displacement corresponding to observation point . is the number of observation points, is the th parameter, is the number of parameters, and and are, respectively, the lower and upper boundary of the solution vector.
For anchoring parameters optimization mainly based on the surrounding rock mechanics parameters identification, LSSVM model is also used to express the relation between anchoring parameters and surrounding rock displacements. The optimization function is as follows:
where LSSVM is the displacement forecast of surrounding rock control point corresponding to anchoring parameter . max is the limit displacement corresponding to surrounding rock control point . Cost ( ) is the supporting cost corresponding to the anchoring parameter . The LSSVMS models in (15) and (16) were gotten by (9) and (10) . And the objective functions are all solved by DE as follows.
(1) According to prior surveying and design information, respectively, assure the value scope of back analyzed rock mechanics parameter and anchoring parameter and construct calculation schemes by orthogonal test and uniformity test theory.
(2) Construct three dimensional numerical model and calculate. Carry out numerical simulation for each parameters combination and obtain monitoring information of key points corresponding to each parameters combination, which becomes a learning sample.
(3) Search the optimal support vector machine parameters by difference evolution.
(4) Adopting the optimized parameters and training the support vector machine with the above learning samples, obtain the DE-LSSVM nonlinear model mapping the relation between mechanics parameters (or anchoring parameters) and rock displacements.
(5) Substitute the above nonlinear mapping model and monitoring displacement in the objective function of (15) . Search the identification parameters by difference evolution algorithm.
(6) Based on the identified parameters, take anchoring parameters as variables, repeat (2)-(4), and take formula (16) as objective function, optimized anchoring parameters by DE again. The feedback analysis process of tunnel construction based on DE-LSSVM is shown in Figure 2 . The geological strata are, respectively, artificial accumulation horizon of quaternary Holocene Series ( 4 mL ), quaternary Alluvium and Diluvium ( 4 al+pl ), and Changlinzi group slate of Sinian system (Zwhc). The tunnel belongs to super shallow buried tunnel and the the distance from arc top to surface is 12 meters and the surrounding rock is IV class. According to the original design scheme, the tunnel has the width of 5.6 m, height of 6 m and adopts system grouted bolts. The bolt has length of 3.0 m, diameter of 22 mm, and space of 1 m; the thickness of shotcrete layer is 30 cm. It adopts benching tunneling construction method. The study region is from AK19 + 288 to AK19 + 318 of the mileage and there are two different strata slates with different weathering degree surrounding the tunnel.
Engineering Application
The three dimensional numerical model is constructed and the model adopts artesian coordinate system and has 71859 nodes and 70000 elements, and the calculation scope is 45.8 m × 30 m × 29.8 m. The direction is vertical to the main tunnel axis, direction is vertical, and direction is along the main tunnel axis. The bolts are simulated by cable elements and shotcrete layer is simulated by shell elements. The null model is adopted for excavation and Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is used for plastic damage. The model is shown in Figure 3(a) . In the construction process, the typical monitoring section is shown in Figure 3(b) . The convergence lines of AB and BC, and the sedimentation of A and rising of D should be monitored.
Rock Mechanics Parameters Identification.
According to prior explore and laboratory tests, the self-weight stress is adopted, = * , is horizontal ground stress, and is vertical groundstress. is side pressure coefficient; the surrounding rock parameters are Young's modulus and Poisson ratio. The scope of rock mechanics parameters are Young's modulus of serious weathered slate 1 that adopts 20∼100 MPa, Poisson ratio of serious weathered slate 1 that adopts 0.27∼0.35, and Young's modulus of middle weathered Table 1 . Through the DE-LSSVM calculation as 2.3, the LSSVM has been trained by inputting samples, and the nonlinear mapping models between surrounding rock parameters and monitoring displacements are obtained. Figure 4 shows the forecast error of LSSVM model for the test samples, and it can be found that the error is minor and the trained LSSVM model can reflect the relation between mechanics parameters and displacements well.
The monitored displacements are as follows: AZ is 24.0 mm, DZ is 3.2 mm, AB is 23.6 mm, and BC is 5.4 mm. Substitute the monitored data to formula (15), using above trained LSSVM model, which identified the surrounding rock mechanics parameters by DE arithmetic. It is shown form Figure 5 that the trained LSSVM model has well forecast ability. The DE original parameters are set as follows. The number of optimal variables is 4, the population scale is 20, and the iteration number is 500. While the DE curve converges, the corresponding optimal mechanics parameters 
Anchoring Parameters
Optimization. Cable and shotcrete layer are main reinforcement measures for controlling the surrounding rock stability of the tunnel. Based on the identified rock mechanics parameters of surrounding rock, the anchoring parameters should be optimized according to formula (16) . The parameters to be optimized in this study are cable length with the range of 2.0∼4.0 m, cable diameter with the range of 10∼50 mm, cable space with the range of 0.7∼1.1 m, and shotcrete thickness with the range of 15∼35 cm. According to the orthogonal design table of 25 (5 6 ) and the uniform design table of 5 * (5 4 ), which arrange numerical test, take calculation results of 25 orthogonal schemes as learning samples and take calculation results of 5 uniform schemes as test samples.
Calculated above supporting schemes using the constructed three dimensional numerical model, and used the displacements of AD and BC as surrounding rock stability indices. The anchoring parameters combination and the corresponding displacements of AD and BC are shown in Figure 6 . Based on the above calculation results, the parameters were studied by the range analysis, and the sensibility of the anchoring parameters is shown by Figure 7 . It is shown from Figure 7 that the sequence of the parameters sensibility affecting surrounding rock displacements AD and BC are , , , and in turn. Set the optimized variables as = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 }, the length of cable is 1 , the space of cables is 2 , the diameter of cable is 3 , and the thickness of shotcrete is 4 . The optimization objective is the minimal supporting cost according to the stability condition that is, displacement condition, just expressed as formula (16) . The nonlinear relation of LSSVM between anchoring parameters and surrounding rock displacements has been trained by orthogonal schemes dataset. The relation between anchoring parameters and cost can be pressed by experience calculation formula. Considering the safety demand set the limit displacement of AD is 25 mm, and the limit displacement of BC is 2.6 mm. Using DE arithmetic to optimize the anchoring parameters, set the original parameters as follows: the number of optimization variables is 4, the population scale is 20, and the iteration number is 500.
Run the DE-LSSVM optimization program, while the curve has converged; the optimal anchoring parameters are obtained. The optimized scheme, original design scheme, and part of the orthogonal schemes are all listed in Table 2 .
The optimized supporting parameters are anchor length of 2.3 m, anchors space of 0.97 m, anchor diameter of 19 mm, and shotcrete thickness of 30 cm. The corresponding supporting cost is 10482.61 Yuan each running meter and economized 1382.76 Yuan each running meter. For the interval tunnel is about 1000 meters, the saved cost is about 1382760 Yuan. Input the optimized supporting parameters into the numerical model and carried out the simulation. Figure 8 is The Z-displacement contour comparison between original and optimized schemes. There are minor difference between the Z displacements of the two schemes, that means that the optimized scheme also ensures the tunnel stability well.
Discussion

Kernel Parameters Affecting LSSVM Model.
Reflecting relation between rock mechanics parameters (or anchoring parameters) and surrounding rock displacements is a key problem affecting the optimization result. In the above optimisation process, the kernel parameter and the penal coefficient are important factors that affect the generational performance of LSSVM. The effects of LSSVM parameters on the forecast result are shown in Figure 9 .
The coordinates in Figure 9 are, respectively, the kernel parameter, and the penal factor, , and the coordinate is relative forecast error. For values of below 20, the magnitude of the forecast error approaches 0.2; when increases to more than 20, the corresponding forecast error is reduced to 0.05, while increases to more than 30, the corresponding forecast error has increased more than 0.2. When is less than 40 and more than 60, the magnitude of the corresponding forecast errors are 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. And when is about 56, the corresponding forecast error is reduced to 0.047. Variations in the penal factor, , and the kernel parameter, , will change the LSSVM forecast error, which shows that it is imperative to select proper parameters to guarantee the forecast performance. Because LSSVM does not have a method for selecting these parameters, optimizing parameters through DE arithmetic can avoid blind parameter selection. Therefore, the proposed DE-LSSVM method has high computing efficiency for LSSVM parameter selection.
DE Optimization Convergence Property.
Compare the proposed optimization method with that of literature 17, firstly, three dimensional numerical model has been used to simulate tunnel, which can fully reflect the space effect of tunnel heading face, overcoming the shortage of two dimensional model. Secondly, in this study the parameters of shotcrete thickness and cables have been synthetically optimized using surrounding rock displacements as constraint conditions and economic indices as objective function, which is more reasonable than only considering the shortcrete parameter and displacement controlling. Finally, the DE algorithm is selected replacing the PSO algorithm in this study.
In the optimization process of DE, different scaling factor and crossing probability constant CR will affect the arithmetic converging property. For the examples of identifying surrounding rock mechanics parameters above, while equates 0.8, CR changes from 0.5 to 0.9, and the corresponding converging curves are shown in Figure 10 .
It is shown that while CR equates 0.5, the converging property is optimal; it has converged at about 100 step. Next CR adopted 0.7, 0.9, and 0.6 in order. It converges slowly while CR equates 0.8, and the corresponding converging step is 120. As a whole, the curves of different parameters can converge quickly and the searching property of DE arithmetic is good. While DE curve converges, the corresponding solution is the optimized parameters. Figure 11 shows the converging curves of DE, PSO, and improved PSO (IPSO) in the optimizing process of identifying surrounding rock mechanics parameters. It is shown that for the optimzing case the converging property of the DE is better than normal PSO and IPSO. Because the DE arithmetic has more strict math theory background than PSO, it has better converging speed and optimizing property. Totally, it is observed that the proposed optimizing technique has more advantages than the former techniques.
Conclusion
The study presented a nonlinear optimization technique of tunnel construction based on DE, LSSVM, and three dimensional numerical simulation. This method can be divided into two main sections: feedback analysis of the surrounding rock mechanical parameters and optimisation of support parameters. The method only took use of scheme samples calculated by three dimensional numerical simulation; it employs LSSVM with optimal architecture trained by the difference evolution arithmetic, instead of the timeconsuming finite element analysis, overcoming the shortages of expending too much time and easily being limited in local optimization solution of conventional back analysis method.
The three dimensional numerical model was used to simulate tunnel, which can fully reflect the space effect of tunnel heading face, overcoming the shortage of two dimensional model. Representative samples for LSSVM training and factor sensitivity analysis were given by the orthogonal experimental design method, which efficiently reduced the number of numerical simulations. The LSSVM method was based on statistical learning theory and made use of the principle of structural risk minimization, overcoming empirical risk minimization of conventional statistic learning method (such as artificial neural network) and improving the generalizing ability for limited learning samples.
This study provided a real time, quantitative and powerful means to inform construction activities and can adjust construction schemes dynamically. Because LSSVM does not have a method for selecting these parameters, optimizing LSSVM parameters through DE arithmetic can avoid blind parameter selection. The parameters of lining and cables were synthetically optimized using surrounding rock displacements as constraint conditions and economic indices as objective function, which was more reasonable than former methods. DE converged quickly and had good global optimization characters, guaranteeing the rationality of the parameters identification and anchoring parameters optimization. The case study demonstrated that the displacements predicted by the identified parameters were in good agreement with field measurements and that the obtained supporting parameters were an acceptable control for achieving the stability and economic objective.
